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Questions to be addressed
 What can ASEAN do in the midst of “new normal” and what is the future 

path of Asia economic integration?

 Should Indonesia play a bigger role?

 What is the role for Australia and Japan?
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New normal growth?
 Success story of East Asia: Industrialization and trade (World Bank 1993; 

Hughes, 1988; Kawai and Wignaraja,2014). 

 Global trade is slowing down, even before Trump

 A world with creeping protectionism: Brexit, economic nationalism, outcome of 
the US election, G20 communique

 US Fiscal expansion, normalization of monetary policy in the US
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Intra-regional trade: 
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Intra-regional merchandise trade shares for regional groupings, 1980-2015



Source: UN Comtrade and Pangestu and Amstrong’s (forthcoming) calculations
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How to prioritize, how to work within 
constraints?

Probability of Success ( because easy)

Marginal gain  of reform
- +

+

-



What can ASEAN do?  

Asia remains robust, need to pursue strong growth in ASEAN

Combination of Macroeconomic policy, macro prudential, 
structural reform, and trade openness

Monetary policy (?); Fiscal Policy (?) ; Structural reform (?)

 To keep trade openness:

Unilateral: strong pressure for trade protection

Multilateral: prospect of WTO and DDA ?

FTA: - 2nd best solution for reform ?

Combination of all of these
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Create common platform, success 
story

 Identifying the success story of globalization which resonates to the 
people

 Short-term: Building block: start with something which is politically 
feasible, but have an high marginal impact for future reform Examples: 
connectivity (ASEAN Infrastructure Fund), human capital, Cooperation in 
SME. Building up domestic political support and then move to more 
difficult reform

 Role of Indonesia in ASEAN; Infrastructure program in Indonesia

 Medium and long-term: pursue trade and investment openness, 
increasing productivity through a better quality of human capital, 
infrastructure, governance and macroeconomic stability
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RCEP?
 Thus, multi-stage regional cooperation is needed. 

Why RCEP? Multi stage framework, ASEAN centrality

RCEP adopts an ongoing framework which provides space 
for talk on trade and investment issues allowing 
incremental agreements that are open to all (Pangestu and 
Armstrong, 2018). 

RCEP not only for regional integration, but also for regional 
cooperation. Infrastructure, capacity building etc. in the list 
priorities (to create success story)

Slow progress in RCEP; India’s factor
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Key Economic Trends of Regional Agreements and Cooperation in 
Asia Pacific 9



Role for Australia and Japan
 Geopolitical issue

 ASEAN Centrality

 Strengthen cooperation
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Thank you
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